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The attendance at this meeting was lighter than usual. The
following companies were represented: Dow, Union Carbide, EBI,
ENV, and the Heckler Group. We also had a guest from Johnson
Controls, which has shown an increased interest in IAQ since the
BCIA briefing on the EPA Building Ormerfs Guide.

The most important item of discussion was the OSHA Requast for
Information. We now have a rough draft (attached) of all the
material which BCIA plans to submit. Bruce Dickson addressed the
Board of Director8 on the general approach BCIA should take in
advocating the building-systems approach. He is particularly
concerned..tthatBCIA not explicitly characterize tile benefits of
ventilation as simply being the reduction of indoor air
contaminants. Although this is obviously one way in which proper
ventilation improves U Q , B C U should refrain from suggesting
that ventilation merely serves to reduce these contaminants to a
certain "safen level. Several ~f the comments in the attached
draft, particularly those drafted by HBI, may need to be reworked
to avoid any impression that there is a simple, quantitative
relationship between ventilation, contaminant levels, and health
effects.
The Technical Committee also dedicated s i x hours to discussion of
BCIA8s response.

As you know, the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment has
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As you know, the Subcommittee on Health and the Environment has

still not produced the draft IAQ legislation that was promised
nearly six months ago, but Cammer is of the impression that it is
still high up on Waxmanis agenda. The House Science Committee
b i l l has apparently been put on ice until either Waxman or Gaydos
move on IAQ legislation. Perhaps their enthusiasm has dampened
after the mark-up debacle last year.
IV

ABHRAE 62 Committee

Meckler informed the board that the ASHRAE 62-1989 Committee has
been changed to a standing committee, which means that it will
revisit (and perhaps amend) the standard every year, and also
that the new members (which will be selected at the Anaheim
meeting on Jan. 26) will likely not be as "building-systemsn
oriented as the old committee.

I also heard from another quarter that there has been bone
challenge to the 62 Committee because o f the fact that it
contains both voting and non-voting members. Apparently, this is
inconsistent with the ANSI guidelines, which provide that all
members of standard-setting committees should be voting members.
Have you heard anything about this?
V

BPA Da8ign.2'8

Ouid@

Bob Axelrad has informed Camnrer that EPA's Building Designer's
Guide for IAQ is seriously delayed. Re gave no indication as to
why.
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